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Oxford Index
A Free Search and Discovery Gateway
Research today is about finding accurate content as quickly and easily as possible. To effectively
keep up with this demand, Oxford University Press has transformed and standardized its metadata,
improving the search experience for users of all levels. With a sea of information available on the open
web, it’s crucial that researchers have access to descriptions of content, such as a chapter or an article,
as well as a clear path to the full-text.
Complete with free previews and resource recommendations, the Oxford Index service enables users to
realize connections between content like never before.
• 	Search across 2.5 million abstracts from Oxford
University Press scholarly essays, journal
articles, and reference works with just one click
• Discover related content and sources to
broaden your perspective on nearly any topic
• With free searching and high quality
summaries, the Index offers an incentive to
pursue responsible research methods at no cost
• Overview Pages give a quick, at-a-glance
view of a single topic with linking to additional
resources—illuminating a roadmap through
trusted Oxford content
• Research on-the-go with access to a catalogue of
the best Oxford scholarship wherever you are with
the mobile version of the Oxford Index
• Save searches or bookmark content with a free
personalized account, and enjoy access from any
internet-enabled device
• Expand research options by searching your
library’s full print and online offerings via a widget
available within the Oxford Index
• Freely-available abstracts drive usage, making
discovery of Oxford’s authoritative content via
Google and other search engines easier than ever
before
• A subtle addition to Oxford’s digital resources, the
Oxford Index underbar generates related content
links in response to your search, so users can
discover new material wherever they choose to
start their Oxford research journey
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succinct entries on a single topic
provide researchers with the facts
they need instantly

Links to related overviews help
users continue their journey by
encouraging exploration of similar
topics and themes

suggestions for similar resources
guide users through Oxford content

search results contain a wealth of
bibliographic information for quick and
easy assessment

A multitude of ﬁlters—such as subject,
content type, and full-text availability—
help users identify the most pertinent
resources

there when you need it: the toolbar
stays with you at the bottom of the
browser and can be minimized at
any time, based on a user’s research
preferences

follow links directly to an item’s
index card, or broaden your search to
all resources within the Oxford index

explore the index’s related content
links when searching within other
Oxford products

Digital resources from Oxford offer a range of key features free-of-charge to support usage within libraries. Depending on the
resource, these include MARC records, COUNTER compliant usage statistics, OpenURL compliance, remote access, promotional
tools, training material, and technical support. Contact us at library.marketing@oup.com to find out more!

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Welcome

Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. it furthers the
University’s objective of excellence in research, scholarship, and education by
publishing worldwide.
Oxford University Press is a major provider of digital information to libraries worldwide, with digital
resources being made available to users in a range of institutions including academic, public, corporate,
medical and law libraries. digital editions of many of Oxford University Press’s most acclaimed scholarly
and reference works including dictionaries, encyclopedias, general reference material and monographs
are available while we also publish well over 230 academic and research journals, two-thirds of which are
published in collaboration with learned societies and other international organizations. Both the journals
and online resources cover a wide range of subject areas across the Humanities, social sciences, sciences,
medicine, and Law.
All digital resources offer excellent functionality, which make them invaluable resources for teaching
and research and provide a range of key features free-of-charge to support usage within libraries including
mARC records, COUnteR compliant usage statistics, OpenURL compliance, remote access, promotional
tools, training material, and technical support.
All digital resources are highly discoverable by your users on the web via the recently launched Oxford
Index, a free discovery service allowing you to search across Oxford’s digital academic content with a
single click, and ﬁnd related content every step of the way – ﬁnd out more at: oxfordindex.oup.com

For more information on any of OUp’s digital resources, to set-up a free trial or
get pricing information for your institution please contact:
Outside the Americas:
EmAil: institutionalsales@oup.com
TElEphOnE: +44 (0) 1865 353705

Within the Americas:
EmAil: library.sales@oup.com
TElEphOnE: 1.800.624.0153
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University Press Scholarship Online
www.universitypressscholarship.com

Delivering the best scholarly publishing from leading university presses around the world
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n O R P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss

University Press Scholarship Online (UPSO) brings together the best scholarly publishing from around
the world, making disparately-published works easily accessible, highly discoverable, and fully
cross-searchable via a single, state-of-the-art online platform.

Subjects:
Anthropology

History

Political science

Archaeology

Law

Psychology

Biology

Linguistics

Business and
management

Literature

Public Health and
epidemiology

mathematics

Religion

Classical studies music
economics and neuroscience
finance
Palliative Care
education
Philosophy
film, television
Physics
and Radio

social Work
society and
Culture
sociology

• Content available from: Oxford University Press,
American University in Cairo Press, University
of California Press, University of Chicago Press,
edinburgh University Press, University Press of
florida, fordham University Press, Hong Kong
University Press, University Press of Kentucky,
manchester University Press, Policy Press; and
COMING 2013 - stanford University Press, the
mit Press, and Liverpool University Press
• Unlimited, full-text access to 11,000 titles from
authors from across the world, writing on a wide
range of subjects that are relevant globally
• Frequent updates ensure access to the latest
scholarship
• Flexible purchase and subscription models
at the discipline and sub-discipline level or by
individual press

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.universitypressscholarship.com

VisitVisit
www.oup.com/online
for more
information
www.oup.com/online
for more
information5
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Oxford Scholarship Online
www.oxfordscholarship.com

Quick and easy access to award-winning scholarship
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n O R P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss

Oxford Scholarship Online (OSO) is a vast and rapidly expanding cross-searchable library which now
offers quick and easy access to the full-text of over 8,600 monographs in 20 subject areas covering the
humanities, social sciences, science, medicine, and law.

Subjects:
Biology

Palliative Care

Business and management

Philosophy

Classical studies

Physics

economics and finance

Political science

History

Psychology

Law
Linguistics

Public Health and
epidemiology

Literature

Religion

mathematics

social Work

music

sociology

neuroscience

• frequent update schedule ensures access to
the forefront of academic scholarship
• flexible purchase and subscription models,
down to subdiscipline level

‘Oxford Scholarship Online is easy and intuitive
to use … it relieves pressure on the most
sought-after titles and complements eBook
collections already in heavy use.’
– Head of Electronic Services and Systems,
Cambridge University Library
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n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordscholarship.com

Oxford Journals Archive
www.oxfordjournals.org/collections/archives

Excellence in Evidence

Cess

AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n
Oxford University Press has been publishing high quality journal content at the forefront of academic research
for well over a century. We are committed to aiding the dissemination of this research by digitizing the backfiles
of the titles we publish. This ensures content is safeguarded for the future and that researchers can benefit by
putting present day knowledge into context. The Oxford Journals Archive features the online backfiles of 196 of the
world’s most prestigious and authoritative journals, 18 of which join the Archive in 2013.
Subjects:
medicine

Humanities

science

Law

social sciences
New titles include:
•The American Historical Review
Publishing since 1895
•American Journal of Hypertension
Publishing since 1988
•Social Work
Publishing since 1956
•Science and Public Policy
Publishing since 1974
•ICSID Review
Publishing since 1986
•The American Journal of Jurisprudence
Publishing since 1956

• Publishing in collaboration with some of the
world’s most inﬂuential scholarly and
professional societies
• 196 titles are comprised of more than four
million article pages and represent more than
146 years of research
• Excellent functionality ensures a robust research
experience for users at any level
• Purchase the archive outright to retain
perpetual access
n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
• New titles added each year, continuing the
commitment to make this research available

www.oxfordjournals.org/collections/archives

follow us on Twitter @OxfordJournals
Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Oxford Journals Collection
www.oxfordjournals.org/collections

Excellence in Evidence
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

At Oxford University Press our policy is to ensure that we only publish the most prestigious and
authoritative journals, often in collaboration with some of the world’s most inﬂuential scholarly and
professional societies. The 2013 Oxford Journals Collection features 255 titles offering quality and value
in one package.
Subjects:
economics
Humanities

mathematics and Physical
sciences

Law

medicine

Life sciences

social sciences

18 New titles joining the Collection in 2013, including...
• The American Historical Review
Volume 118 | 5 issues per year

• Journal of Molecular Cell Biology
impact factor: 7.667 (2011 isi Journals Citation index)
Volume 5 | 6 issues per year

• Monthly Notices of the Royal

Astronomical Society
impact factor: 4.900 (2011 isi Journals Citation index)
Volumes 428-436 | 36 issues per year

• Geophysical Journal International
impact factor: 2.420 (2011 isi Journals Citation index)
Volume 192-195 | 12 issues per year

• Publishing in collaboration with some of
the world’s most inﬂuential scholarly and
professional societies
• 255 titles across six subject areas offer users
unparalleled access to cutting edge research
• Access to content back to 1996
• Excellent functionality ensures a robust
research experience for users at any level
• Integrated searching via Pubmed and
Google scholar
• Preservation arrangements with CLOCKss,
LOCKss, & Portico ensure permanence
• Perpetual access to paid for content

follow us on Twitter @OxfordJournals
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n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordjournals.org/collections

The Home of Oxford’s Prestigious Handbook Series is now Bigger & Better

Oxford Handbooks Online
www.oxfordhandbooks.com

SCHOLARLY RESEARCH REVIEWS
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n O R P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss

Oxford Handbooks Online is an outstanding collection of the best Handbooks in 14 subject areas. The
Oxford Handbooks series brings together the world’s leading scholars to write articles that survey the
current state of scholarship in their field. The articles review the key issues, reveal original arguments
and concepts, and set the agenda for new research.

Subjects:
Archaeology
Business and management
Classical studies
Criminology and Criminal Justice
economics and finance
History
Law
Linguistics
Literature
music
Philosophy
Political science
Psychology
Religion

• All Handbooks are available online; many in
advance of their print publication date

• editor-in-Chief and editorial Boards of subject
experts commission online-only articles to
address gaps in coverage and expand research on
cutting-edge topics

• One of the most prestigious and successful strands
of Oxford’s scholarly publishing

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordhandbooks.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Oxford Bibliographies
www.oxfordbibliographies.com

Your Best Research Starts Here
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n O R P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss

Developed co-operatively with scholars and librarians worldwide, Oxford Bibliographies offers exclusive,
authoritative research guides. Combining the best features of an annotated bibliography and a
high-level encyclopedia, this cutting-edge resource guides researchers to the best available
scholarship across a wide variety of subjects.

Subjects:
African studies
American Literature
Anthropology
Atlantic History
Biblical studies
British and irish Literature
Buddhism
Childhood studies
Cinema and media studies
Classics
Communication
Criminology
ecology
education
Hinduism
international Law

international Relations
islamic studies
Jewish studies
Latin American studies
Linguistics
medieval studies
military History
music
Philosophy
Political science
Psychology
Public Health
Renaissance and Reformation
social Work
sociology
Victorian Literature

• Oxford Bibliographies includes articles from over 2,000
authors worldwide representing every continent
except Antarctica
• Hundreds of authors writing from non-English speaking
universities provide lists of native sources and native
language citation lists
• A broad range of subject areas from Buddhism
to Criminology make this resource essential for all
research libraries
• Conceived as a direct result of a market research study
analyzing the online research habits of students
• Original exclusive content written to help aid
online research
• Signed articles with expert recommendations on the
best works available in each discipline whether it be
a peer-reviewed chapter in a book, a journal article, a
website, an archive, or a data set result in the ultimate
collection development tool
• 150 articles on Oxford Bibliographies is equivalent to a
four-volume print encyclopedia
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n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordbibliographies.com

British Academy Publications Online
www.britishacademypublications.com

ess

AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n O R P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss

Oxford University Press is delighted to extend its long standing relationship with the British Academy
by making the Academy’s recent and future titles available online. Offering an expanding collection
of academic monographs and essay collections from the distinguished British Academy list, ranging
across subjects in the humanities and social sciences.

Subjects:
Anthroplogy
Archaeology
Classical studies
economics and finance
History
Linguistics
Literature
music
Philosophy
Political science
Psychology
society and Culture
sociology

•

Unlimited, full text access to over 100 British
Academy titles

• Annual updates ensure access to the latest
scholarship
• All titles are archived in pOrTiCO, ensuring
permanent access to purchased content

• Global scope - with content covering over 80
different geographical areas, from europe and
America to the mediterranean and the middle
east plus works from authors from over 50
countries worldwide

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.britishacademypublications.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Oxford Scholarly Editions Online
www.oxfordscholarlyeditions.com

Explore Old Texts in New Ways
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n O R P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss

Oxford’s Scholarly Editions are renowned for their breadth and quality. Comprised of authoritative
poetry, drama, and fiction texts from all periods of English literature, as well as other important
writings from across the humanities, these editions are the foundation of humanities scholarship—
the primary sources upon which scholars rely for research and teaching.

• Over 170 editions, including shakespeare’s
plays, poetry by John donne, and the letters of
thomas Hobbes

• The complete text of the print editions—
including stage directions, dialogue, and
editorial notes

• Access the editions anywhere, anytime — have
a consistent research discussion or teach a class
across the world because everyone is using the
same, trusted edition

• makes crucial, rarely in print works more widely
available than ever before

• Extensive update programme will expand
content and chronology to include hundreds of
editions of works—from prose and diaries to
philosophical essays and sermons

• Be assured of authoritative and reliable
content with scholarly accreditation — ensuring
interpretations and ideas are based on accurately
edited texts

• Sophisticated and intuitive navigation,
based on real research journeys

• subject areas include Literature, History,
Philosophy, and theology
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n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordscholarlyeditions.com/gettingstarted

Oxford Medicine Online
www.oxfordmedicine.com

Your Perfect Prescription

ess

AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Oxford Medicine Online is the home of Oxford’s prestigious medical publishing, bringing together
over 350 titles into a single cross-searchable resource—a valuable part of every medical professional’s
training, development and information needs.
Titles include The Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine and The Oxford Textbook of Medicine which features
a robust online-only updating policy—ensuring users always have access to the latest medical
information at the click of a button.

• Content in Oxford Medicine Online is relevant
around the world. Over 5,000 prestigious
authors and editors from across the globe,
from new delhi to new Zealand—including
several nobel Prize winners—are represented
on the site

• Quick and easy access to the full-text, images,
and ﬁgures from high quality Oxford medical
content

• new titles added throughout the year

• Online-only features include videos and
self-testing functionality

• Links to references and further reading via
Pubmed, isi, CrossRef and the Oxford Index

• images and ﬁgures can be downloaded to
PowerPoint—perfect for giving presentations

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordmedicine.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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AMA Manual of Style
www.amamanualofstyle.com

Everything you need to produce well-organized and clear manuscripts
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n O R P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss

The AMA Manual of Style is a must-have guide for anyone involved in medical and scientific publishing.
Users can access the full-text of the print book, plus online only content including monthly quizzes,
blog posts and updates. This is the go-to resource for producing articles and research papers that are
well-organized and authoritative.

• Quick and easy access to the full-text, diagrams,
tables and charts from this authoritative book

• Online-only content includes monthly quizzes,
blog posts, access to the interactive si Conversion
Calculator and updates not found in print

• text and ﬁgures can be printed, downloaded,
saved, bookmarked and shared via social networks

• Links to references and further reading

• flexible access models to meet the needs of
any collection

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.amamanualofstyle.com

follow us on Twitter @AMAManual
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:

Get behind-the-scenes commentary at
blog.amamanualofstyle.com

Mayo Clinic Toolkit
www.oxfordmedicine.com/mayoclinic

The only online tool you need for Board Exam success

ess

AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Providing the essential revision and self-testing tools to best prepare you for Board Exam success,
Mayo Clinic Toolkit delivers fully cross-searchable enhanced online versions of the prestigious
Mayo Clinic Scientific Press titles.
Part of Oxford Medicine Online, the Mayo Clinic Toolkit provides a single location for residents, fellows, and
practicing clinicians to undertake the self-testing necessary to prepare for, and pass, the Boards and
remain up-to-date.

• Quick and easy access to the full-text, images,
and ﬁgures from high quality mayo Clinic scientiﬁc
Press content

• Online-only features include self-testing
functionality. Over 3,000 multiple-choice
questions help users to monitor their progress
and prepare for the Board exams

• text and images can be printed, downloaded,
saved, bookmarked, and shared via social networks

• Links to references and further reading via
Pubmed, isi, CrossRef, and the Oxford Index

• flexible access models to meet the needs of
any collection

• images and ﬁgures can be downloaded to
PowerPoint—perfect for giving presentations
n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordmedicine.com/mayoclinic

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Oxford Law Online
www.ouplaw.com

Raising the bar on online legal research
A V A I L A B L E V I A S U B S C R I P TI O N

Oxford University Press is a renowned publisher of prestigious online law resources—essential for
libraries serving scholars, practitioners, and police and law enforcement agencies. In 2013 we are
proudly relaunching our three existing products: Investment Claims, Oxford Reports on International Law,
and the Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law onto a new online platform, packed with
enhanced functionality. We are also proud to announce the launch of several new services for 2013:
Oxford Competition Law, Oxford Scholarly Authorities on International Law, and Oxford Constitutions of the World,
furthering Oxford University Press’s mission of excellence in research in a digital world.

Oxford Reports on
International Law

Users will be able to:

www.oxfordlawreports.com
The full scope of international case law –
expertly analyzed and inter-linked
This service has set new standards for currency and
coverage of public international case law, reporting
on international courts, domestic courts, and ad hoc
tribunals. The case reports include the full text of
each decision, headnote, analytical commentary, and
English translations of key non-English decisions.

Max Planck Encyclopedia of
Public International Law
www.mpepil.com
The definitive reference work on public
international law
This comprehensive online resource contains
peer-reviewed articles on every aspect of public
international law. Written and edited by an
incomparable team of over 800 scholars and
practitioners and updated regularly, this major
reference work is essential for anyone
researching or teaching international law.

Investment Claims

• 	Find content quickly with enhanced
search and browse facilities
• 	Speed up the research process with
new personalization options
• 	Download information to PDF, or
share with colleagues
• 	Navigate quickly and easily to
relevant content with an improved
layout based on user feedback
• 	Extend their research capabilities
via a new and improved
Oxford Law Citator
• Have access to the latest
information, with our rigorous
updating policy

www.investmentclaims.com
Faster, more effective research of investment arbitration disputes
This specialist service has been described as “invaluable” by its users. Researchers have access to a fully
integrated suite of arbitration awards and decisions,
bilateral investment treaties, multilateral treaties,
journal articles, monographs, and arbitration laws.
16
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n E x p lo r e i n m o r e d eta i l
www.ouplaw.com

Oxford Reference
www.oxfordreference.com

Answers with Authority
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n O R P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss

Oxford Reference is the home of Oxford’s quality reference publishing, bringing together over 2 million
entries, many of which are illustrated, into a single cross-searchable resource. From subject reference,
quotation, and language dictionaries in the Oxford Quick Reference collection, to award winning Oxford
Companions and Encyclopedias, in the Oxford Reference Library you can cross-search Oxford’s trusted
reference content at the click of a button.

Oxford Quick Reference
• Over 120 core subject, quotation, and language dictionaries
providing concise entries for readers wanting to quickly
check a fact, or ﬁnd out key information about a concept,
person, or term

Oxford Reference Library
• in-depth, specialist content, from award-winning Oxford
encyclopedias and Companions, as well as a critical selection
of partner publisher’s specialist scholarly works
• Available to purchase in perpetuity by institutions on a
title-by-title basis

• Online access to a wide range of Oxford’s quality,
authoritative reference publishing
• Give context and vocabulary to your search journey with
over 300,000 free overview pages, 275 free Timelines,
a free online-only Quotations title, and featured
topical entries
• Over 16,000 illustrations, including photographs, line
diagrams, maps, and tables
• monthly content updates, exclusive online-only titles, and
new major reference titles added throughout the year
• All Oxford Reference entries are now discoverable in open
web searches helping users ﬁnd content more easily

:

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordreference.com

sign up to our ‘Did you know?’ RSS feed to get facts and quotations delivered straight to your desktop!

www.oxfordreference.com/rss/factofthedayrss

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Oxford English Dictionary Online
www.oed.com

The definitive record of the English language
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

The Oxford English Dictionary is widely acknowledged to be the most authoritative and comprehensive
record of the English language in the world, tracing the evolution and use of words. The Oxford English
Dictionary Online gives you not only the latest content of the full Oxford English Dictionary, but also the
Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary, providing more depth and breadth than ever before.

• more than 600,000 meanings of words, using
more than 3 million quotations to show how
words have been used over the entire history of
the english language

• The Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English
Dictionary allows users to explore themes,
meanings, and ideas

• Covers British, American, and all varieties of
global English, and all types of usage from formal
to slang

• Updated four times a year with thousands of
new and revised meanings

• Digital beneﬁts include powerful and ﬂexible
search options and new methods of browsing the
Oed; from timelines and sources to the Historical
Thesaurus of the OED

• Personalization with My OED saves searches
and entries for future use

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oed.com

follow us on Twitter @OEDonline
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:

sign up for our Word Of The Day

Oxford Dictionaries Pro
www.oxforddictionaries.com

Current English dictionary, grammar, and practical writing resource
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

With up-to-date online dictionaries, thesauruses, and language reference content based on Oxford’s
world-renowned language research, Oxford Dictionaries Pro is an extensive, integrated, smart-linked
one-stop English language resource. It offers quick-search access to definitions of words, phrases, and
idioms, with expert guidance on style, usage, grammar, and spelling; plus specialist guides for legal
and technical writing.

• Unsurpassed content offering more than 350,000
entries and deﬁnitions and 600,000 synonyms
and antonyms
• Sentence bank of 1.9 million examples of real
usage, helping the user to understand nuances of
the english language in context
• Updated four times a year with the most current
meanings and the latest new words
• Digital beneﬁts include audio pronunciation in
Us and British english, and crossword and anagram solvers
• Specialist dictionaries include those for editors
in the humanities and sciences, as well as Garner’s
Legal Usage for legal professionals
• Sophisticated search and browse options
streamline the research process
• In-library support includes on-site and remote
training options, promotional materials, and more
• Practical writing guidance provides help with
situations from applying for a job and perfecting
your CV/résumé, to writing skills at work, and
general correspondence

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l

follow us on Twitter @OxfordWords

find us on Facebook: OxfordDictionaries

www.oxforddictionaries.com

Read the OxfordWords blog blog.oxforddictionaries.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Oxford Language Dictionaries Online
www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com

Bilingual dictionaries and tools for language users, from learners to translators
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Oxford Language Dictionaries Online offers fully searchable online access to Oxford’s top-of-the-range,
unabridged bilingual dictionaries in French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, and Chinese—plus
unique online resources for language learning.

• Advanced search functionality makes it easy
to ﬁnd the translation you need: browse the
dictionaries with the A-Z wordwheel; go directly
to the translation with the quick-search box; or
use advanced search to explore the dictionaries
by parts of speech, level of formality, or
geographical variant
• Downloadable correspondence templates
including sample letters, emails, and CVs/résumés
• Unrivalled coverage with over 4 million
words, phrases, and translations into and out
of english
• Regular updates adding the most current
meanings, the latest new words, and the most
useful learning resources
• Digital beneﬁts include audio pronunciations and
Oxford Language Web to compare key vocabulary
in multiple languages
• Unique language-learning tools, featuring
click-through verb tables and pronunciation
charts, and including usage examples, notes on
lifestyle and culture, useful phrases, and grammar
guidance support learners at any level
n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l

• Teaching and learning resources for educators
and students

follow us on Twitter @OxfordWords
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www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com

:

sign up for our Word Of The Day

Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
www.oxforddnb.com

Who would you like to meet today?
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Explore the lives of over 58,500 people worldwide in this illustrated online collection of specially
written biographies. This vast and authoritative resource covers individuals who have shaped all
aspects of British history, from the Romans to the 21st Century.

• Over 58,500 biographies written by over
11,000 specialist contributors from more than
35 countries
• Biographies are complemented by over 11,000
portrait illustrations—the largest selection of
natural portraiture ever published
• discover the wealth of Oxford DNB content
through themed articles, reference lists,
and special articles
• Extensive internal and external crossreferences for mutual subscribers to the
American National Biography, Electronic
Enlightenment, and Who Was Who enable
seamless paths to further inquiry
• Updated three times a year adding new
biographies, illustrations, themes for reference
and article updates
• Sophisticated search and browse options allow
users to make their own connections
n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l

• Receive Life of the Day by email and encourage
usage by adding it to your social media feeds

follow us on Twitter @odnb

www.oxforddnb.com

U

Listen to a life by downloading regular episodes
from our free biography podcasts
www.oup.com/oxforddnb/info/freeodnb/pod/

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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American National Biography Online
www.anb.org

The life of a nation told by the lives of its people
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Discover the lives of more than 18,700 men and women—from all eras and walks of life—who have
inﬂuenced and shaped American history and culture. From astronauts to missionaries, chemists to
musicians, and cowboys to Vikings, the portraits combine to reﬂect the rich diversity of American life,
from pre-colonial times onward.

• Updated twice a year with new and revised
biographies written by leading historians, as
well as new bibliographical resources and links

• Authoritative—includes content from The
Oxford Companion to United States History

• Content Rich—over 2,500 illustrations and
photographs including additional portrait
images from the Library of Congress not
available in the print book

• Specialist collections explore the diversity
of American history including collections
on Black History, Women’s History, and
Hispanic Heritage

• Study topics help guide research providing
overview essays and articles on subjects
such as American Literature, Western
expansion, and the Civil Rights movement

• Exclusive online teaching resources,
including ancillary essays, aid research at
any level

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.anb.org
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• CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE 2007 • LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST REFERENCE 2006
• BESTERMAN/MCCOLVIN MEDAL 2006• CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE 2012

Oxford African American Studies Center
www.oxfordaasc.com
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Oxford African American Studies Center offers the most comprehensive collection of
scholarship focusing on the lives and events which have shaped African American
and African history.

• Authoritative—Over 10,000 A-Z articles from
major Oxford reference works covering all aspects
of the African American experience

• Content-rich—400 primary source documents
with editorial commentaries, over 2,500
searchable images and multimedia resources,
as well as hundreds of charts, tables and graphs,
maps, timelines

• timely—includes latest biographies from the
African American National Biography project

• discoverable—over 1,000 At a Glance pages,
focus On essays and more, have been made
publicly accessible to facilitate discoverability and
guide researchers to Oxford content from Google
and other sources

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordaasc.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Who’s Who and Who Was Who
www.ukwhoswho.com

Anyone who is, or was anyone… in their own words
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Who’s Who, published annually by A & C Black since 1897, and online exclusively by Oxford University
Press since 2008, is the leading source of up-to-date information about over 34,000 inﬂuential people
from all walks of life, worldwide, who have left their mark on British public life.

• Over 34,000 entries from the new edition of
Who’s Who and over 100,000 entries from all 11
volumes of Who Was Who

• Containing autobiographical listings of senior
politicians, judges, civil servants, and notable
ﬁgures from the arts, academia, and other areas,
it is seen as one of the world’s most recognized
and respected works of reference

• each entry is written by the subject themself
and can include full name, birth date, career,
education, publications, recreations, contact
details, and more

• international ﬁgures include – nelson mandela,
Koﬁ Annan, Venus Williams, Gwyneth Paltrow,
tom Cruise, Barack Obama, and Woody Allen

• Updated annually each december, with minor
updates during the year – if subjects die, their
death dates will be added

• discover interesting topical articles in the free
monthly feature pages
n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
• Used by libraries, law and ﬁrms, and charities

follow Who’s Who on Twitter @ukwhoswho
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Grove Music Online
www.oxfordmusiconline.com

The Definitive Source for Music Scholarship
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Grove Music Online is the leading online resource for music research. Offering full-text access to music
scholarship, online-only entries, and multimedia content it is the unsurpassed authority on all aspects
of music.

• Over 6,000 international contributors and
international coverage of music and musicians
• Offers full text of The Oxford Companion to
Music (2011) and the Oxford Dictionary of
Music, 2nd edition (revised 2006)

• more than 50,000 signed articles and 30,000
biographies

• Ability to reﬁne searches by source, type,
and subjects supports sophisticated research
projects

• sound links and new multimedia links are
now available for selected articles

• Updated three times a year with new and
revised content

• topical guides, musical timelines, and
research resources provide invaluable support
for teachers and students

• Hundreds of entries, added since the
publication of the print editions, give your
patrons access to materials not available
anywhere else

• 500+ sibelius-enabled musical examples
cover styles and people from habanera to
Handel

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordmusiconline.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Oxford History of Western Music
www.oxfordwesternmusic.com

AVA i L A B L e V i A P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss

The acclaimed Oxford History of Western Music has received universal praise and major awards in the
field and is now offered in an interactive digital format. Renowned musicologist Richard Taruskin’s
sense of the interaction between history, culture, politics, art, literature, religion, and music provides a
stimulating history of Western music.

• full text access to the Oxford History of Western
Music with notes, bibliographies, and further
readings for all 69 chapters

• includes 500 illustrations, 1,800 musical examples,
and the index from the 2009 print edition

• the original pagination from the 2009 edition is
retained to aid location of references and make
research easier

• includes subscription-sensitive links to related
content on Grove Music Online

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordwesternmusic.com
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Grove Art Online
www.oxfordartonline.com

The Authority on Art from Prehistory to Present Day
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Grove Art Online is the foremost scholarly art encyclopedia, covering both Western and
non-Western art. First published as the landmark 34-volume Dictionary of Art, edited by
Jane Turner, the content of Grove Art encompasses all aspects of visual culture.

• Covering painting, sculpture, architecture,
ceramics, textiles, jewelry, interior design,
furniture, glass, metalwork, artists, patrons,
places, styles, groups, movements,
institutions, museums, and more

• more than 500,000 bibliographical citations,
which can be searched independently or
within the text

• 45,000 signed articles on every aspect of the
visual arts, from Paleolithic cave and rock art
to the work of frida Kahlo and damien Hirst

• 21,000 biographies of artists, architects,
patrons, collectors, dealers, theorists,
writers, and scholars searchable by name,
birth/death dates, place of origin/activity,
and occupation

• Access to over 6,000 searchable images from
art organizations, and over 40,000 editorially
selected image links

• Regular updates three times a year with new
and revised content

• Over 7,000 international contributors and
international coverage of artists and
their work

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordartonline.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Benezit Dictionary of Artists
www.oxfordartonline.com

A Foundational Tool for the Study of Art History
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Since its first publication in 1911, the Benezit Dictionary of Artists has become one of the most
comprehensive and definitive resources of artists’ biographies available. Benezit can be searched
alongside resources including Grove Art Online, providing art historians, curators, dealers, collectors, and
students with an unrivalled starting point for art research.

• distinguished by its coverage of obscure artists
and images of artists’ signatures, monograms,
and stamps of sale

• nearly 170,000 entries on artists from the
ﬁrst english edition (2006), the largest edition
to date, plus revisions, new biographies, and
thematic guides exclusively available online

• detailed museum listings, bibliographies,
exhibition information, and auction records

• Updated three times per year to reﬂect new
scholarship

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/book/oao_benz
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nz

Berg Fashion Library
www.bergfashionlibrary.com

The Authority on World Dress
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

The Berg Fashion Library is a unique online portal which offers fully cross-searchable access to an
expanding range of Berg content collections -- including the full text of the Encyclopedia of World Dress
and Fashion. Written by an international team of over 600 renowned scholars, the encyclopedia and
Berg Fashion Library serve as the go-to source for all issues relating to the art and anthropology of
costume, dress, and fashion.

• Regular updates including online-only articles
from the Encyclopedia of World Dress and Fashion,
plus e-books, reference works, and images.

• Links to Berg e-journals and articles from Oxford
Art Online*

• incorporates both quick and advanced search
options that allow users to access information
quickly and tailor their searches for more
targeted results

• Bring the images of galleries worldwide to life

• features customization tools so users can
change the font, background color, and contrast
to suit their needs

• Facilitates social networking so items within
the portal can be shared by means of users’ tags
and links

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
*For mutual subscribers

www.bergfashionlibrary.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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Electronic Enlightenment
www.e-enlightenment.com

Letters and Lives Online
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n O R P e R P e t UA L AC C e ss
W i t H A n A n n U A L U P dAt e A n d H O s t i n G f e e

Electronic Enlightenment is an unparalleled, multidisciplinary, evolving resource that brings the past to
life, allowing the user to explore the relationships and the movement of ideas of the early modern
period through its web of correspondences. Eavesdrop on the private conversations and thoughts of
a wide range of both “great” figures such as Voltaire and Rousseau, and also the lesser-known, from
bankers to booksellers, merchants to mathematicians, and scholars to servants.

• Cross-search the full text of over 60,000
letters and documents between over
7,000 correspondents

• information on more than 57,000 manuscripts
and 96,000 early edition sources

• international in scope, with correspondents
representing over 40 nationalities from europe,
Asia & the Americas

• Original language critical editions—including
letters in 11 languages—providing access to critical
primary sources

• Over 270,000 scholarly annotations deliver
authoritative context for historical documents
and letters

• Electronic Enlightenment is the only place to ﬁnd
these valuable sources online together, including
many previously unpublished letters, and
documents not available in print
n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.e-enlightenment.com/info/about
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• LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST REFERENCE 2010 • BOOKLIST REFERENCE SOURCE EDITORS’ CHOICE 2009
• AMERICAN PUBLISHERS AWARD FOR PROFESSIONAL AND SCHOLARLY EXCELLENCE WINNER
FOR EPRODUCT/BEST IN REFERENCE WORKS 2009

Oxford Biblical Studies Online
www.oxfordbiblicalstudies.com

s

AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Oxford Biblical Studies Online is specifically designed to provide students with a full range of authoritative
content and tools for the study of the Bible and biblical history. Oxford Biblical Studies Online offers
immediate access to unsurpassed scholarship in the field, maintained and vetted by a team of leading
scholars, making it an essential reference resource.

• more than 750 searchable images and maps,
6,000 A-Z articles, a glossary of terms, and
interactive timelines

• six key Oxford Bibles digitized allowing users to
easily compare texts and commentaries from
multiple Bibles

• extensive cross-searching options allow users
related content that is not available in other print
or online resources

• includes an expanding range of carefully-selected
links to external websites, enabling further
research

• Updated twice a year with new and revised
content

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordbiblicalstudies.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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• 2007 AAP/PSP BEST WEBSITE HONORABLE MENTION
• 2007 BEST REFERENCE OF THE YEAR – LIBRARY JOURNAL
• 2008 EDITORS’ CHOICE – BOOKLIST

Oxford Islamic Studies Online
www.oxfordislamicstudies.com
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Oxford Islamic Studies Online brings together the best current scholarship in the field for students,
scholars, government officials, and community groups to foster a more accurate and informed
understanding of the Islamic world. Featuring content and commentary written, selected, and
interpreted by renowned scholars, the site is regularly updated with new content under the guidance
of Editor in Chief John L. Esposito.

• A carefully selected editorial program of
supplementary material—including over 6,000 A-Z
articles from esteemed Oxford works, 250 primary
source documents, 800+ maps and images, two
translations of the Qur’an, and the ﬁrst and only
online version of Hanna e. Kassis’ A Concordance of
the Qur’an—sits alongside these reference works,
making Oxford Islamic Studies Online the most
authoritative and content-rich resource on islamic
studies

• two translations and side-by-side views of
the Qur’an

• A glossary of islamic terms and concepts facilitates
faster study and research

• Regional spotlights focus on speciﬁc international
regions

• thematic guides written by leading islamic scholars
outline topics in an accessible manner while
providing readers with links to supporting material
such as survey articles, biographies, and primary
source documents that further illuminate an issue
n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.oxfordislamicstudies.com
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Social Explorer
www.socialexplorer.com

The Premier U.S. Demographic Online Research Tool
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

Social Explorer is an online research tool designed to provide quick and easy access to historical census
data and demographic information. An invaluable repository of information, Social Explorer currently
includes the entire U.S. Census history from 1790 to the present in addition to a wealth of other
demographic surveys.

• Comprehensive data - replaces printed
volumes spanning 22 decades of census data
with easy-to use, interactive online tools and
uniformly accessible data
• Interactive and easily navigable maps - use
the ﬁnd tool to instantly locate addresses, cities,
towns, and zip codes making the site simple to
use for anyone
• Trusted data - full source disclosure
documentation is available for all reports and
every variable, linking directly to information
about where the data originated from and how
it was computed
• Streamline research - downloadable data
allows users to process data ofﬂine using any
statistical package
• Saves your patrons time and eliminates
errors - reports automatically calculate
aggregates, percentages, and medians
• Aids research through a visual approach user-friendly maps allow engaging and thorough
exploration of demographic and social change
over time revealing patterns often hidden by
raw numbers
• Offer your patron functionality and control customize, export, save, and print maps and
tables
• Coming in 2013 – an all new mapping interface
and international data

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
www.socialexplorer.com

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information
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BBC College of Journalism
bbcjournalism.oup.com

Making Good Journalists Great
AVA i L A B L e V i A sU Bs C R i P t i O n

The BBC is one of the world’s most renowned and respected journalism sources
across the globe. The BBC College of Journalism site allows users to learn from the best
journalists in the field.

• Content updates are continuous and
determined by journalistic need and current
events. the site is frequently updated and
practical for journalists across the globe

• Access to high quality journalism instruction
is easy wherever journalists are

• editor in Chief, matthew eltringham, brings
16 years of working experience to the site,
ensuring that it meets the same standards as
world-renowned BBC journalism

• Blog – social media tools allow information to
be shared on a peer-to-peer basis

• subject Guides allow users to seamlessly view
all content on a given subject from across the
site, cutting down on research time

n E x p lO r E i n m O r E d E TA i l
bbcjournalism.oup.com
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Search across Oxford’s academic content
for the first time—in just one click.
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“The Oxford Index brings together all our efforts to standardize the description of
our content, open it up to web-scale search, and hugely extend linking across the
whole of our publishing—so that the research journey can always forge ahead.”
— ROBERT FABER, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR, REFERENCE, AND DIRECTOR, DISCOVERABILITY PROGRAM
AT OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
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BENEFITS FOR SCHOLARS AND FACULTY
• SAVE TIME WITH A SINGLE SEARCH: One click

searches over 1.5 million pieces of free Oxford University
Press academic and reference content.
• DEFINITIVE OVERVIEWS: Get a 360° view with ‘Over-

view Pages’ which provide a complete list of all relevant
works related to a topic.
• DIRECT LINKS TO FULL-TEXT: The Oxford Index offers

all users free abstracts and keywords and provides
authorized users with links to the full text.
• RESEARCH ON-THE-GO: Access a catalog of the best

Oxford scholarship wherever you are with the mobile
version of the Oxford Index.

